Abstract: Spatial features retrieved from satellite data play an important role for improving crop classification. In this study, we proposed a deep-learning-based time-series analysis method to extract and organize spatial features to improve parcel-based crop classification using high-resolution optical images and multi-temporal synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data. Central to this method is the use of multiple deep convolutional networks (DCNs) to extract spatial features and to use the long short-term memory (LSTM) network to organize spatial features. First, a precise farmland parcel map was delineated from optical images. Second, hundreds of spatial features were retrieved using multiple DCNs from preprocessed SAR images and overlaid onto the parcel map to construct multivariate time-series of crop growth for parcels. Third, LSTM-based network structures for organizing these time-series features were constructed to produce a final parcel-based classification map. The method was applied to a dataset of high-resolution ZY-3 optical images and multi-temporal Sentinel-1A SAR data to classify crop types in the Hunan Province of China. The classification results, showing an improvement of greater than 5.0% in overall accuracy relative to methods without spatial features, demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method in extracting and organizing spatial features for improving parcel-based crop classification.
Introduction
Remote sensing techniques have long been an important means for agricultural monitoring, with their ability to quickly and efficiently collect information about spatial-temporal variability of farmlands and crops [1, 2] . Crop-type classification is an essential issue for agricultural monitoring, since it is basic for many applications of precision agriculture (such as crop acreage and yield estimations) [3, 4] . While, remote sensing applications in agriculture have traditionally focused on the use of optical satellite data such as Landsat and Gaofen-1 (GF1, imaging satellite of China) images [1, 5, 6] . However, due to cloud and haze interference (especially in cloudy and rainy regions), optical images are not always available at phenological stages important for crop monitoring, which results in inadequate performance of crop classification. These constraints seriously impede the use of optical images for operational crop mapping [7] . Unlike passive visible and infrared wavelengths which are sensitive to cloud and light, The objective of this article is to use DCNs to extract multi-scale spatial features to improve parcel-based time-series crop classification using high-resolution optical images and multi-temporal SAR data in cloudy and rainy southern China. We implemented this method through the combined use of DCN-based spatial features and an LSTM-based network structure. Compared to previous approaches, this study combined two principal contributions. The first contribution was employing multiple DCNs to learn hundreds of multi-scale spatial features from SAR data to construct multivariable time series at the parcel level. The second one was designing LSTM-based network structures to organize these features for better classification.
The proposed method is further discussed and validated through parcel-based time-series crop classification on a dataset of ZY-3 (Resources Satellite Three of China) multispectral images and multi-temporal Sentinel-1 SAR data quantitatively, and the results are compared to those without spatial features. Furthermore, using an optimal experimental setting, we achieved the best crop classification.
Methods
The DCN-based spatial features were employed to improve time-series analysis for parcel-based crop classification using multi-temporal SAR data and high-resolution optical images, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The method involved three main steps: (1) DCN-based spatial features, (2) fine-scale farmland parcel maps, and (3) feature organization and combination for LSTM-based classification.
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Study Area and Dataset

The study area is in the northern region of Hunan Province, China, with central coordinates of 111 • 50 E and 29 • 43 N ( Figure 2 ). The study area, covering a total area of 1210 km 2 , contains hilly areas in the north, flatlands in the midwest, and wetlands in the east. It is characterized by a subtropical humid monsoon climate, with an annual average temperature of 16.7 • C, and an annual average rainfall of 1200 mm to 1900 mm. The climatic conditions are suitable for rice, cotton, and rape crop growth. According to the field survey, sequential crop types in a parcel in a year can be classified into (single season) rice, double (season) rice, rice-rape, rape-rice, rape-rice-rape, rice-cotton, and other crop configurations, which are also crop types for classification in this study.
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Data Processing
For the ZY3 image, the panchromatic band and the multi-spectral bands were fused together (using the Gram-Schmidt spectral sharpening algorithm) to produce a pansharpened image with a spatial resolution of 2.1 m. Then, the four images were geometrically registered and mosaiced.
The Sentinel-1A SLC products were processed. Firstly, a thermal noise removal, radiometric correction, and multilooking operation with a looking number of 3 were applied on Sentinel-1A SLC products to generate intensity images with VH bands and VV bands. Secondly, intensity images were filtered by a Lee filter with a 3 × 3 window to reduce speckle noise. Thirdly, intensity images were geocoded using the shuttle radar topography mission (SRTM) DEM with a 90 m spatial resolution. Their digital number values were converted to a decibel (dB) scale backscatter coefficient. Finally, all intensity images were clipped to cover the study areas. Here, multi-temporal intensity SAR images (with a VH band and a VV band) were obtained. Unfortunately, the Sentinel-1A SLC product on day of year (DOY) 166 (between 154 and 178) was not available from the European Space Agency. So, it was simply restored as the mean feature value of the DOY 154 and DOY 178.
Mosaiced satellite maps (produced from Google Tile Map Service with a spatial resolution of 1.2 m) covering study areas were used as geomatical reference to register all experimental data (including optical images, SAR data, and field survey samples). A polynomial model with 2 degrees and 9 manually selected ground control points (evenly distributed in images) were employed to geometrically correct the ZY3 image to the Google satellite map in ENVI 5.1 software. Clipped sub-SAR data were geometrically corrected following a procedure similar to registration of the ZY3 images. Registration errors were amounted to less than 0.5 pixels at both the ZY3 and SAR spatial resolutions.
Spatial Features from SAR Data
Besides the VH and VV intensities, spatial features retrieved from SAR data were employed. A traditional spatial feature descriptor (based on GLCM) and three DCN-based spatial feature descriptors (based on the pre-trained VGG16, ResNet50, and DenseNet121 networks in the Keras framework) were utilized to produce spatial feature images in this study.
Since there are only two intensity bands in processed SAR images, we calculated a ratio band (VH/VV) and stacked it into SAR image as the third band to construct a three-band image for learning DCN-based features. The pixel value of the ratio band was defined as the ratio of the VH intensity to the VV intensity in the decibel (dB) scale in the same location. Then, we stretched the ratio values into the 8 bit scale (0, 255) using the maximum value and the minimum value calculated from all multi-temporal ratio bands; similar processes were conducted on the VH and VV band.
GLCM-Based Features
The GLCM was employed to extract traditional features for crop classification. Based on the Haralick analysis, the GLCM-based features were extracted from the three-band SAR images (for experimental contrast with DCN-based features), dependent upon all directions and all image bands, namely, homogeneity, angle second moment, contrast, correlation, dissimilarity, entropy, mean, and standard deviation.
DCN-Based Features
There are many famous DCNs for object detection and instance segmentation in camera images and medical images. Based on open-access datasets (such as COCO and ImageNet) [32, 33] , several pre-trained DCNs have been released. They can be customized and fine-tuned (removing the last prediction layer and adding a dense layer) for special applications without enough training data [34] [35] [36] [37] . Unfortunately, there are not enough SAR sample data available for training new DCNs, or pre-trained networks available for SAR-based applications. In this study, we tried to employ three released pre-trained DCNs (VGG16, ResNet50, and DenseNet121) to learn SAR-based spatial features to improve crop classification.
There are a great many layers with various depths in DCN architectures. Which layers could produce more effective spatial features? Two principles were employed to guide which layers (spatial features) were selected: (1) the selected layer (feature) should combine as much as possible spatial information at its depth; and (2) the selected layer should stand before a "pool" operation to reduce information loss caused by resolution reduction in the "pool" operation.
Visual geometry group model (VGG) is a famous convolutional neural network [38] . It is trained on more than a million images belonging to 1000 classes and achieves top 5 test accuracies in the ImageNet database. As a member of the VGG family, the VGG16 architecture consists of 16 convolutional layers. As a result, the network has learned rich feature representations for a wide range of images. Following the principles for selecting layers, we selected the "block1_conv2" (feature image of layer 1, resulted from 2 convolution operations), "block2_conv2", "block3_conv3", "block4_conv3", and "block5_conv3" layers with their default names from the pre-trained VGG16 model in the Keras framework. Their details are presented in Table 1 . Table 1 . Layers and their details selected from the VGG16 model.
Layer Name Spatial Resolution
Band Number Label
Unlike traditional sequential network architectures (e.g., VGG), residual neural network (ResNet) [39] introduces a novel architecture of skip connections with the hypothesis that the deeper layers should be able to learn something as equal as shallower layers. As one variant of ResNet, ResNet50 with 50 layers was employed to learn very deep spatial features from SAR data in this study. Following the principles for selecting features, five layers of features with their default names were selected from the pre-trained ResNet50 model in the Keras framework, as illustrated in Table 2 . Table 2 . Layers and their details selected from the ResNet50 model.
Layer Name Spatial Resolution (times) Band Number Label
Dense convolutional network (DenseNet) was proposed with a novel architecture [40] that further exploits the effects of shortcut connections(connecting all layers directly with each other). In this novel architecture, the input of each layer consists of the feature maps of all earlier layers, and its output is passed to each subsequent layer. The feature maps are aggregated with depth concatenation. Using this architecture, DenseNet can aggregate more information from all earlier layers to improve its performance, which makes it superior to previous networks. DenseNet121 is a pretrained (implementation) model with 121 layers, which has been trained on a subset of the ImageNet database. Following the principles for selecting features, five layers of features with their default names were selected from the pre-trained DenseNet121 model in the Keras framework, as illustrated in Table 3 . 
Plot-Based Time Series Construction
Farmland Parcels Extraction
Farmland parcels were extracted from the ZY3 pansharpened images, through the combined use of an adaptive multi-scale segmentation method [41] , automatic identification, and manual correction. First, the segmentation algorithm with default parameter settings was applied on the ZY3 image to produce a segmentation map. Second, a two-class (one was parcel type; the other was non-parcel type) support vector machine classifier (using spectral features of the ZY3 image) available in the scikit-learn package was applied to identify farmland parcels from the segmentation map. Then, interpretation experts checked and corrected object attributes to produce a farmland parcel map. Third, the boundaries of farmland parcels were further corrected and simplified to follow the edges of ground objects in the ZY3 image. The final farmland parcel map is presented in Figure 3 , in which each parcel was used as a basic element for time-series analysis. There were approximately 390,000 farmland parcels in the study area. The generated spatial feature images were geometrically overlaid onto the farmland parcel map to construct a time series for the parcels. First, the feature image was interpolated (using a bilinear method) into a size with the same width and height as the Sentinel-1A SAR images. Second, in spatial feature images, pixels within a farmland parcel were searched. Third, the mean feature value of these pixels of a feature band was assigned to the parcel as a separate spatial feature attribute. Four, multiple attributes from the same feature band of multi-temporal SAR data formed a time-series curve. Finally, hundreds of SAR feature curves (one spatial feature to one time-series curve) were constructed for each parcel.
The SAR data are affected little from clouds and shadows, but data missing occasionally occurs. For example, the Sentinel-1A SLC product in DOY 166 is not available from the European Space Agency. In this study, this type of missing data was considered as a system error for the time-series analysis and was simply restored and assigned the mean feature value of the previous (DOY 154) and subsequent time (DOY 178).
LSTM-Based Time-Series Classification
Sample Augmentation for Classification
More samples are needed to train deep learning models [42] than that to train traditional machine learning algorithms such as the support vector machine and random forest [43, 44] . However, real-world samples usually reach a limit, and collecting a volume of field samples would require more manpower, financial resources, and time. This constitutes a major disadvantage of deep learning algorithms used in remote sensing applications [32] . In this study, a limited number of field-survey (FS) samples proved insufficient for training the deep learning model. Thus, some pure pixels within parcel polygons were filtered and selected for sample augmentation to enhance the stability and generalization of classifiers [45] .
As is shown in Figure 4 , an FS sample spot s was first overlaid onto the farmland parcel map while assigning its crop types t (from the three surveys) to the parcel containing s. Then, an internal buffer region b was constructed along the parcel boundary. The parcel polygon p erased the internal buffer b to create a filtering region f. Finally, each pixel (with its pixel features) within the filtering region f was assigned the crop types t and was independently utilized as a sample. As a result, many more pixel samples (than parcel samples) with hundreds of time-series curves and crop types were obtained for the LSTM-based classification. Using sample augmentation, approximately 5200 pixel samples were obtained for classification in this study.
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Sample Augmentation for Classification
More samples are needed to train deep learning models [42] than that to train traditional machine learning algorithms such as the support vector machine and random forest [43, 44] . However, real-world samples usually reach a limit, and collecting a volume of field samples would require more manpower, financial resources, and time. This constitutes a major disadvantage of deep learning algorithms used in remote sensing applications [32] . In this study, a limited number of fieldsurvey (FS) samples proved insufficient for training the deep learning model. Thus, some pure pixels within parcel polygons were filtered and selected for sample augmentation to enhance the stability and generalization of classifiers [45] .
As is shown in Figure 4 , an FS sample spot s was first overlaid onto the farmland parcel map while assigning its crop types t (from the three surveys) to the parcel containing s. Then, an internal buffer region b was constructed along the parcel boundary. The parcel polygon p erased the internal buffer b to create a filtering region f. Finally, each pixel (with its pixel features) within the filtering region f was assigned the crop types t and was independently utilized as a sample. As a result, many more pixel samples (than parcel samples) with hundreds of time-series curves and crop types were obtained for the LSTM-based classification. Using sample augmentation, approximately 5200 pixel samples were obtained for classification in this study. In experiments, a k-fold cross validation was employed to divide these pixel samples for training and validating classifiers. The speckle filtering applied on the SAR images would introduce some correlation between pixels in the same parcel, which would result in overfitting classifiers and poor performance of sample testing when pixel samples from the same parcel fall into different folds. So, the division of folds was conducted at the parcel level, rather than at the pixel level so that pixels from the same parcel would not belong to different folds. In experiments, a k-fold cross validation was employed to divide these pixel samples for training and validating classifiers. The speckle filtering applied on the SAR images would introduce some correlation between pixels in the same parcel, which would result in overfitting classifiers and poor performance of sample testing when pixel samples from the same parcel fall into different folds. So, the division of folds was conducted at the parcel level, rather than at the pixel level so that pixels from the same parcel would not belong to different folds.
Structures for Organizing Spatial Features
The LSTM models built based on the Keras framework were employed for time-series crop classification. Thanks to these DCNs (VGG16, ResNet50, and DenseNet121), hundreds of time-series features (curves) at various depths were learned and extracted. But, how to organize and combine these time-series features into the LSTM model? A common practice is to concatenate all these features to feed them into LSTM networks. This structure of concatenation first and LSTM later (referred to as C-L structure) is illustrated in Figure 5 . Since they were at various depths and had different value ranges, the DCN-based time-series features were first normalized. Then, all normalized features were concatenated and fed to a stack LSTM layer. Finally, a dense layer and a softmax layer (used for multi-classification problems in neural networks) were added to produce the final crop types.
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Structures for Organizing Spatial Features
The LSTM models built based on the Keras framework were employed for time-series crop classification. Thanks to these DCNs (VGG16, ResNet50, and DenseNet121), hundreds of time-series features (curves) at various depths were learned and extracted. But, how to organize and combine these time-series features into the LSTM model? A common practice is to concatenate all these features to feed them into LSTM networks. This structure of concatenation first and LSTM later (referred to as C-L structure) is illustrated in Figure 5 . Since they were at various depths and had different value ranges, the DCN-based time-series features were first normalized. Then, all normalized features were concatenated and fed to a stack LSTM layer. Finally, a dense layer and a softmax layer (used for multi-classification problems in neural networks) were added to produce the final crop types. An alternative structure was designed to further improve time-series classification in this study. Multiple stack LSTM layers (one feature set to one stack LSTM layer) were first employed to learn and extract time-series features. Then their outputs were normalized and concatenated and fed to a dense layer and a softmax layer to produce the final crop types. This structure of LSTM first and concatenation later (referred to as L-C structure) is illustrated in Figure 6 . Each group of features from a special depth of a special DCN were considered as a feature set. In the normalization step, time-series curves were normalized into a range (0, 1.0), using the min-max normalization method, with the minimum and maximum values from all time-series curves in the corresponding feature set. In the LSTM step, a stacked LSTM model with four LSTM layers (the number of hidden neurons is eight times that of the time-series curves) was stacked to transfer raw time-series curves into high-level features. The input shape for the two structures was (sample_number, time_step, feature_number), where sample_number, time_step, and feature_number were the number of training or testing samples, the number of steps in the timeseries curves, and the number of extracted features, respectively. In this study, two structures were compared in training time and classification accuracy. We further discussed whether and how to split feature sets into more subgroups in the L-C structure for better performance. In the normalization step, time-series curves were normalized into a range (0, 1.0), using the min-max normalization method, with the minimum and maximum values from all time-series curves in the corresponding feature set. In the LSTM step, a stacked LSTM model with four LSTM layers (the number of hidden neurons is eight times that of the time-series curves) was stacked to transfer raw time-series curves into high-level features. The input shape for the two structures was (sample_number, time_step, feature_number), where sample_number, time_step, and feature_number were the number of training or testing samples, the number of steps in the time-series curves, and the number of extracted features, respectively. In this study, two structures were compared in training time and classification accuracy. We further discussed whether and how to split feature sets into more subgroups in the L-C structure for better performance.
Performance Evaluation
Based on the confusion matrix derived by comparing classified results to the test samples parcel by parcel, user's accuracy (UA), producer's accuracy (PA), overall accuracy (OA), kappa coefficient [46] , and F1 scores [47] were retrieved to evaluate the accuracy of crop classification. The OA was computed by dividing all correctly classified parcels by the entire validation dataset. The kappa was computed to determine whether the values in an error matrix were significantly better than the values of a random assignment. Additionally, F1 = 2 × UA × PA/(UA + PA), the harmonic mean of the PA and UA, was more meaningful than the kappa coefficient and the OA for a special class. Larger UA, PA, OA, kappa, and F1 measures denote better results and vice versa.
Experiments and Discussion
Using high-resolution ZY3 optical images and multi-temporal Sentinel-1A SAR data, experiments were carried out to test the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method. Accuracy assessments were conducted on the parcel-based classification results to discuss whether DCN-based spatial features can improve time-series crop classification, and how to organize these spatial features from multiple DCNs and multiple depths to achieve the best classification performance.
Evaluation and Discussion
The DCN-based spatial features were employed to improve SAR-based time-series crop classification. To achieve the best classification performance, we conducted a series of experiments on whether DCN-based features were useful, which features at which depths were more effective, and which structures are better to to organize these features.
DCN-Based Features versus GLCM-Based Features
Compared to the traditional spatial feature extractor GLCM, DCNs can learn hundreds of features. They represent more complete spatial information to benefit crop classification. In this experiment, the L-C structure was employed to produce four crop classification maps, using the GLCM-based, VGG16-V1-based, ResNet50-R1-based, and DenseNet121-D1-based spatial features with input shapes of (64 features, 32 steps), respectively. Their classification accuracies (OA and kappa scores for the whole map) are presented in Table 4 . It is clear that combining spatial features can substantially improve time-series classification (with increases of 1%~5% in OA), compared to classification using VH and VV intensities. This result is consistent with previous studies [4, 16] . In detail, improvements using GLCM-, VGG16-V1-, ResNet50-R1-, and DenseNet121-D1-based spatial features were approximately 1.1%, 3.6%, 4.3%, and 4.5% in OA, respectively. Classification with DCN-based spatial features achieved much higher accuracies than that with the traditional GLCM-based features. There were two advantages of DCN-based features over GLCM-based features: (1) trained using million images, the pre-trained DCNs could extract more effective spatial information than the manual designed GLCM; and (2) hundreds of spatial features retrieved from DCNs could represent more complete and more comprehensive spatial information than GLCM-based features.
It was also noted that there were small differences in OA values among the VGG16-V1-, ResNet50-R1-, and DenseNet121-D1-based classifications. DenseNet121-D1-based features achieved the best performance of 87.87% in OA, followed by ResNet50-R1-based features with 87.61% in OA, and VGG16-V1-based classification the worst with 86.93% in OA. Although differences in OAs were very small, they also implied the capability of DCNs for spatial feature learning. On the one hand, DenseNet121 had deeper layers to extract higher-level features than ResNet50 and VGG16. On the other hand, DenseNet121 could aggregate more information from all earlier layers (using its shortcut connections) to enhance spatial features, compared with ResNet50 and VGG16.
Depth of DCN-Based Features
Compared to the traditional GLCM-based feature, DCN-based spatial features were deeper. They represent multi-scale (from the pixel scale to global scale) spatial information to improve crop classification, while deeper features also indicate coarser spatial resolution for feature images. Coarser-resolution feature images would weaken the attribute differences of adjacent parcels, and further degrade accuracies of parcel-based crop classifications. In this study, we tried to discuss DCN-based features at which depths would improve time-series classification and whether deeper features would benefit crop classification.
The VGG16-based spatial features were used to conduct three groups of classification experiments. The first group involved five time-series classifications using V1 (64 features, 32 steps), V2 (128 features, 32 steps), V3 (256 features, 32 steps), V4 (512 features, 32 steps), and V5 (512 features, 32 steps) feature sets, respectively. The second group involved five classifications using V1, V1+V2, V1+V2+V3, V1+V2+V3+V4, and V1+V2+V3+V4+V5 feature sets, respectively. The third group involved six time-series classifications using VH/VV, VH/VV+V1, VH/VV+V1+V2, VH/VV+V1+V2+V3, VH/VV+V1+V2+V3+V4, and VH/VV+V1+V2+V3+V4+V5 feature sets, respectively. Here, "+" indicates organizing spatial features in an L-C structure. Feature sets used are presented in Table 5 . Table 6 presents the classification accuracies (OA and kappa values) resulting from the experiments using the feature combinations presented in Table 5 . In the first group, along with the deepening depth of the feature sets, the classification accuracies reduced sharply, from 81.27% in OA (using the V1 combination) to 53.81% in OA (using the V3 combination) (because overall accuracy in the V3 classification was very low, so we ignored the accuracies of the V4 and V5 classifications). This was expected, because deeper features would reduce the spatial resolution of feature images, which would result in smaller crop differences and classification accuracies. In the second group, classification accuracies stayed at relatively stable levels. Although, the best accuracies (82.84% in OA) were achieved using the F5 combination, it was still worse than that using VH/VV intensities (as illustrated by the M0 combination in the third group). Since the spatial resolution of feature images decreased along with deepening depths, the highest spatial resolution in this group (F1) was two times that of the SAR data, which resulted in the lower performance of this group. Compared to the second group, the third group incorporated the VH/VV intensity features, which markedly improved classification accuracies.
However, improvements in classification accuracies were very little from the M2 combination to the M5 combination, along with more and deeper features combined. The results suggest that, although DCNs can learn very deep spatial features, it also lowers the quality of the spatial resolution of feature maps. Thus, it is hard to achieve better classification using DCN-based features independently. A combination of the VH/VV intensity images and DCN-based features should be used. Moreover, along with decreasing the spatial resolutions of DCN-based feature images, their effects on classification decreased, thus, the first two depths may be an optimal choice for using DCN-based spatial features.
Better Structure of Classification Network
The DCNs were employed to learn hundreds of spatial features for time-series crop classification. To combine those spatial features, we implemented two network structures in Section 2.4: C-L and L-C. Through two experiments, we checked which structure could preferably organize these hundreds of spatial features to improve classification.
In the first experiment, the C-L and L-C structures were used to organize the VH/VV features (2 features, 32 steps, as one feature set) and the GLCM-based, the first-layer DCN-based spatial features (64 features, 32 steps, as the other feature set), respectively. As described in Section 2.5, in the C-L structure, we first concatenated the VH/VV features and the DCN-based features into a multi-band image, and then fed it into the stack LSTM network to obtain the final classification. While in the L-C structure, we first fed, respectively, the VH/VV features and the DCN-based features into stack LSTM networks, and then concatenated their output for the final classification. Classification accuracies resulting from the C-L and L-C structures are presented in Table 7 . Overall, the L-C structure achieved better classification accuracies than the C-L structure, with improvements of 0.5%~2.0% in OA. In the C-L structure, all feature sets were concatenated to determine crop types; while in the L-C structure, each feature set was first separately employed to learn time-series features of crop types (in the L step), and then concatenated their features to determine the final crop types (in the C step). From the procedure point of view, the L-C structure is more like an ensemble learning process, which uses multiple classifications from sub-features to obtain better performance than that could be obtained from any of the classifications alone. Similarly, the L-C structure first split spatial feature sets into multiple sub-feature sets for extracting time-series features for each subset, in the "L" step, and then concatenated these sub-feature sets for the final classification, in the "C" step. Thus, the L-C structure achieved a better performance than the C-L structure.
In the above experiment, the L-C structure achieved better performance. In the L-C structure, could splitting features into more sub-feature sets further improve time-series crop classification? Taking the VGG16-based multi-depth features as input, we implemented five settings (feature combinations) for experiments, as presented in Table 8 , where "/" indicates the C-L structure and "+" indicates the L-C structure, and Vn i (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; I = 1, 2, 4, 8) indicates that the ith feature subsets at the nth depth, which would be used as a feature set. Take the S2 setting as an example: each feature set Vn would be split into two subsets (Vn → Vn 1 and Vn 2 ), and the VH feature set, VV feature set, and each feature subset would separately feed into the L-C structure. Table 8 . Five feature combinations for organizing features in the L-C structure.
Label
Structure of Network # Feature Sets Table 9 presents the performance comparison of classifications using these five feature combinations. The S1 feature combination achieved the best classification (with an OA of 88.26%), followed by the S2 combination (with an OA of 87.56%), the S4 combination (with an OA of 86.91%), and S0 combination (with an OA of 85.42%), followed by the S8 combination with the worst performance (with an OA of 84.02%). It was expected that the S0 combination would produce the lower classification accuracies, because it was actually the C-L structure. From the S1 to S8 combinations, the classification accuracies gradually decreased, along with finer splits on the DCN-based spatial features. From the perspective of information theory, all features (no matter the number of features) at the same depth in DCNs are complete enough to represent ground objects, while finer splits would hurt the completeness of the feature combinations for identifying crop types (any feature subsets lacking enough information), resulting in an increasingly worse performance. Further, we counted how many epochs were used to reach a stable performance (classification accuracy) and how long the epochs were in the five combinations, as illustrated in Table 9 and Figure 7 (because of different hardware environments and relative time was used for epoch time). Along with the increase in feature subsets in the L-C structure (from the S0 to S8), the time consumed in each epoch increased from 21 to 194. While, the S1 combination used 41 epochs to reach its stable performance, less than 49 epochs were used in the S0 combination, 61 epochs in the S2 combination, and 50 epochs in the S3 combination.
Thus, we think that (1) the L-C structure could achieve higher classification accuracies than the C-L structure and (2) that taking all spatial features at a special depth as a feature set in the L-C structure is the optimal organization.
Further, we counted how many epochs were used to reach a stable performance (classification accuracy) and how long the epochs were in the five combinations, as illustrated in Table 9 and Figure  7 (because of different hardware environments and relative time was used for epoch time). Along with the increase in feature subsets in the L-C structure (from the S0 to S8), the time consumed in each epoch increased from 21 to 194. While, the S1 combination used 41 epochs to reach its stable performance, less than 49 epochs were used in the S0 combination, 61 epochs in the S2 combination, and 50 epochs in the S3 combination. Thus, we think that (1) the L-C structure could achieve higher classification accuracies than the C-L structure and (2) that taking all spatial features at a special depth as a feature set in the L-C structure is the optimal organization.
Which Features Benefit Which Crops?
On the classification maps produced in Section 3.2, 50 parcels for each crop type were first randomly selected to calculate their mean time-series curves of VGG16-V1, ResNet50-R1, and DenseNet121-D1 features (64 features, 32 steps). Then Fréchet distance [48] was employed to measure the time-series separation between any two crops. The distance matrixes using VGG16-V1, ResNet50-R1, and DenseNet121-D1 features are presented in Figure 8 , in which greater values indicate greater separation between the two crops and benefit crop classification. On the classification maps produced in Section 3.2, 50 parcels for each crop type were first randomly selected to calculate their mean time-series curves of VGG16-V1, ResNet50-R1, and DenseNet121-D1 features (64 features, 32 steps). Then Fréchet distance [48] was employed to measure the time-series separation between any two crops. The distance matrixes using VGG16-V1, ResNet50-R1, and DenseNet121-D1 features are presented in Figure 8 , in which greater values indicate greater separation between the two crops and benefit crop classification. On the whole, the distance matrix of DenseNet121-D1 features had more and greater distance values than the distance matrix for ResNet50-R1 features, and the distance matrix for VGG16-V1 features had the least and smallest distance values. Thus, classifications resulted from DenseNet121-D1 features achieved higher accuracies than that from the ResNet50-R1 features and VGG16-V1 features, which is constant with the results in Table 4 and Table 9 . In detail, in the distance matrix for VGG16-V1 features, there were more and greater distances between "double rice" crops and other crops. In the distance matrix for ResNet50-R1 features, greater distances mainly appeared between "rice-rape" crops and other crops, between "double rice" crops and other crops. In the distance matrix for DenseNet121-D1 features, distances between "rape-cotton" crops and other crops were far greater, while "rice" crops showed smaller distances with other crops (except for "rape-cotton" crops). These greater distances would benefit from distinguishing different crops, e.g., "double rice", "rice-rape", and "rape-cotton" crops. Conversely, smaller distances between "rape-rice" crops and other crops in the matrix for VGG16-V1 features and ResNet50-R1 features would decrease their classification accuracies. Further, different DCNs have various abilities to represent different crops. Thus, incorporating spatial features from multiple DCNs would improve overall accuracies of timeseries crop classification.
The Optimal Classification Results
Based on the above discussions, an optimal experiment setting for time-series classification using DCN-based spatial features was constructed to achieve the best performance. In this setting, On the whole, the distance matrix of DenseNet121-D1 features had more and greater distance values than the distance matrix for ResNet50-R1 features, and the distance matrix for VGG16-V1 features had the least and smallest distance values. Thus, classifications resulted from DenseNet121-D1 features achieved higher accuracies than that from the ResNet50-R1 features and VGG16-V1 features, which is constant with the results in Tables 4 and 9 . In detail, in the distance matrix for VGG16-V1 features, there were more and greater distances between "double rice" crops and other crops. In the distance matrix for ResNet50-R1 features, greater distances mainly appeared between "rice-rape" crops and other crops, between "double rice" crops and other crops. In the distance matrix for DenseNet121-D1 features, distances between "rape-cotton" crops and other crops were far greater, while "rice" crops showed smaller distances with other crops (except for "rape-cotton" crops). These greater distances would benefit from distinguishing different crops, e.g., "double rice", "rice-rape", and "rape-cotton" crops. Conversely, smaller distances between "rape-rice" crops and other crops in the matrix for VGG16-V1 features and ResNet50-R1 features would decrease their classification accuracies.
Further, different DCNs have various abilities to represent different crops. Thus, incorporating spatial features from multiple DCNs would improve overall accuracies of time-series crop classification.
Based on the above discussions, an optimal experiment setting for time-series classification using DCN-based spatial features was constructed to achieve the best performance. In this setting, we employed the L-C structure to organize the VH/VV intensity bands and the VGG16-V1, VGG16-V2, and ResNet50-R1 feature sets (64 features, 32 steps), and ResNet50-R2, DenseNet121-D1, and DenseNet121-D2 feature sets (128 features, 32 steps) to produce the optimal classification map. The optimal classification map with a spatial resolution of 2.1 m and some local details (with corresponding SAR data with the same color combinations as those used in Figure 5 ) was produced and is presented in Figure 9 . Classification accuracies of UA, PA, and F1 for each crop and OA and kappa for the whole map are presented in Table 10 . Classification accuracies of UA, PA, and F1 for each crop and OA and kappa for the whole map are presented in Table 10 . It is clear that the classification with the optimal experiment setting substantially achieved higher accuracies, compared with the above classifications, with an OA of 89.41% for the whole classification map. In detail, the "double rice", "rice-rape", and "rape-cotton" crops obtained higher OA and kappa values, while the "rice" crop obtained lower values. This is constant with the discussion in Section 3.2, as the "other" crop may include a combination of multiple unspecified crops, it achieved the poorest performance of all three classifiers.
Conclusions
Multi-scale spatial features retrieved from SAR data are essential to parcel-based time-series crop classification in cloudy and rainy southern China. We proposed a deep-learning-based time-series analysis method for improving parcel-based crop classification, employing multiple DCNs to learn hundreds of multi-scale spatial features and organizing them into LSTM-based time-series classifiers. The method was applied to produce a parcel-based crop classification map from a dataset of ZY3 optical images and Sentinel-1A SAR data for the Hunan Province in China. The optimal classification results, showing an improvement of greater than 5.0% in overall accuracy relative to methods without spatial features, demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method in extracting and organizing spatial features for improving parcel-based crop classification. From further discussions on the effectiveness of DCN-based spatial features, depths of DCN-based features, and organization of DCN-based spatial features, this study concludes: (1) DCN-based spatial features could further improve time-series crop classification relative to traditional GLCM-based features; and (2) the structure of "LSTM first and concatenation later" could further organize these DCN-based features to improve time-series crop classification.
Despite these encouraging results, more work is needed to further explore the use of deep learning for improving time-series crop classification such as (1) collecting more SAR data to train special DCNs or autoencoder models suitable for SAR-based applications; and (2) designing DCN-LSTM-based frameworks to extract and organize thousands of spatial-temporal-spectral features to improve parcel-based crop classification. 
